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FSOK: Assistant to the Director

SBBIEfiTs Visit of Landrum Bolling Editor, and. Kay Slate,
imaging Editor, iM&m? I®ys A0EKCS..

1,

Tiasadrem Bolling formerly an QM foreign coirespaudent
has, in ccenpaugr *ith aaotlser backer, purchased the Overseas hewe
Agency Ssmi K. KJj9h*sngrad as of Hay 1?5'2» OKA was formerly
kawm as a prejudiced agency within the trade. It was heavily
financed by Zionist capital and affiliated in an Intimate if
taefiflnial capacity with the SesLtth Telegraph Agency. Bolling
WpKPta that be las broken Kith, the past, h

m

thoroughly scrubbed
«» the agency? and has cleaned tp the staff. OKA markets its
•aawic® to ^pprcpdmately hCi newspapers in the United States. It
depends- for its news gathering m stringers abroad, generally
ntalissing the tetter^ksou* and more caapetent correspondent© of

newspapers and agencies. OM relie© heavily upon British

2, The agency is now in a reasonably precarious financial
pepition, and lolling is concentrating

_

ids efforts on a bidld-up of
ss&serihere • It .mrkete $ r^Ksrts by airmail, each week including
«a B»a Curtain report. Charges range from approsina.telj’’ $100 a
w&k for the principal subscriber down to a minimi scale.

3. Bolling case to us after having talked to State on two
principal problem;

a) Ha is interested in. developing more stringers
and getting access to further information for
hit services abroad particularly in Eastern
lamp© and the !liddle East. Z indicated that
CIA could not help him make these contacts, and
I likewise asserted u at CIA would not under
any circumtancca whatsoever provide informa-
tion* Bs recognised tbe vpj.‘-*

J4
y tfel#

position.

b) Belling believes that there is need for the
development of subscribers to an independent
American news .service overseas, particularly in

. the Middle last. Eastern Europe, Horth Africa,
and Southeast Asia, re feelloves that Ms
organization is und<juo2y qualified to do the Job-
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since it dealt? primarily In feature c(Mmxxlsxd.es
interpretive articles* Be asserts that isinat

mmspB^eru are adequately applied with !)on-tii-spot
news either as subscriber to the principal wire

services or a* highjackers of radioed mm, Bolling
dtoes not believe the State Department is doing, a
cmpletely satisfactory job particularly in the
Fiddle bast* end contends ti-at if editors there were
offered a legitmate foreign ‘service at a price they
could afford, they would be liappier to take their news
£rm m Agency rather than frm mi official ara of the
IIS government,

Bolling has propositioned the Ford Foundation, on a
plan to underwrite the cost of this news distribution
aiiKJo it obviously cannot be maintained on a sound
aeonmic footing* He proposes that the lord Founda-
tion establish an eleemosynary organisation for the
collection and editing of news which would benefit the
Western world if published abroad. This organisation
would Uses contract for the distribution of its
product to subscribers abroad through the offices of
QMA* Be wanted us to be informed on this proposition
in tix# event the Ford Foundation queries ns on our
witme ,

.
As a parting shot* 13jsb fisto asked if CIA night be

iul^
Z
f
Stcd ii" ^scrlbinc to the OM service, I told her 1 doubted

“ia
p

would be useful to us but that X would sound out our people

0* Attached aaae a few offsets on CSA .material together with.

J
of weekly reports and & copy of (Mk*s proposal to the ford'.

Foundation

,

C. B.

Colonel^ u;$if

ODCl/CBl/hnb

C8j 1- m/r
i » m/k

^ 1 « General Counsel </£~*v/* 4
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A Proposal

for

Information Foundation

To Promote

The Exchange of Press Materials Among Countries of the Free World

Purpose

To establish the facilities for collecting, .Citing and processing

background information about significant developments and viewpoints in

economics, politics, and scientific and cultural affairs within the

United States Mid other countries in various ports of the world and to

distribute this material, through normal press channels, to the neue-

papers and magazines of the free nations, gmphasls would be placed not

upon »spot-n.ve.» with which the intemetionsl press associations are

already primarily concerned, but upon the kind of feature and analytical

reporting which arc sorely needed to provide the basic for shy mu, under-
standing of Important events and trends in various phases of world offairs.
Special efforts would be mode to introduce into the stream of "news" more
adequate coverage of the nen-sensetional end non-political, particularly
in the fielde of religion, eclence, social welfare, eduction, international
trade and the arts. tn the handling of the antlre service the over-riding
purpos. would be to pras.nt honest information without national, political
or parochiel biae in order to further a basic human understanding among
the peoples of the world*
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Project

A central administrative and editorial office would be set up in

Hev Tork to gather the material and to prepare it for the moat effective

use. in time, regional offices would be established in the Kiddle last

and Europe and perhaps, eventually, in Latin America and the Far East.

The raw material for this information service would be secured from the

following sources*

1) existing publications, willing to grant translation and reprint

rights, so long aa the articles mot the proper standards of honesty and

international objectivity. This would specifically include scholarly,

technical and trade publications, as well as periodicals of mass appeal.

2) the official reports, press releases and bulletins of the United

Nations am} related international agencies. Vast quantities of valuable

and interesting material are available from these sources, most of which

is never passed on to the public in any way, because the press represents,

tives assigned to these organizations are, by the nature of things, pre-

occupied with the conflicts and “spot-news” events of the moment.

3) the official reports, press releases and bulletins of various

governmental information services. Here again, large amounts of worth-

while Information is available, but the press representatives to whom

this material is now directed are so overwhelmed by its sheer volume and

axe under such pressure to cover the *story-of-the-day* that the great

bulk of it is either ignored or treated in the most fragmentary way.

k) monitored radio broadcasts, reports of which are available through

government agencies, particularly in London and Washington, and the moni-

toring reports of Radio Free Europe.
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5) reports , bulletins , news releases and background material available

from industries, scientific organisations, trade associations , and similar

private groups.

Distribution

The Foundation would be primarily an information-gathering and

information-processing organization. It would make its reports and

bulletins available as widely as possible — to libraries, schools,

diplomatic missions and foreign offices, and to publications. However,

it would have a special concern to produce a usable press service which

would recommend itself on its own merits of honesty, thoroughness and

objectivity to the newspapers of the free world. It should attempt to

reach the newspapers In one or both of two ways*

1) To whatever extent possible the Foundation would attempt to

promote a direct exchange of press materials among leading newspapers

of various countries, A preliminary investigation has already Indicated

some interest in this approach from editors of such papers as The Manchester

Guardian, the San Francisco Chronicle, and the Bombay Chronicle

.

2
'

J im loundation would 3150 raalce » large part of Its press materials

available for sale through existing commercial press services already oper-

ating In various parts of the world. The reason for this approach has to do

essentially with the need to avoid the propaganda label which inevitably

attached to any private or government effort to distribute news and

information through other than normal press service channels. Editors

would be offered the materials prepared by the Foundation at the normal

local rates, however low, payable in local currencies, however non-convertible

or non-transferable. The sales agency, in turn, would divide its returns
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For Immediate Development, Information Service for the Middle gm
It is generally recognised by close students of the Kiddle East that

this vital area is one in which Hsatern, particularly American, influence

has sunk to a strikingly low point. And it must be ad«itted that Communist

penetration has only a snail bearing upon this development. Suspicion,

distrust, fear, chauvinism, and sectarian fanaticism are epidemic in the

region.

as part of this ferment, strong new revolution^ forces are trying

to break the ancient pattern of feudal control, corruption and colonial

exploitation. Those dynamic forces have not yet been captured by the

Communists . They say be in time.

Meanwhile, the United States and other major Western powers have

much of their ability to influence the course of events in the Middle
Best and are oonapiouously falling to penetrate the minds and shape the

thinking of the literate mlnority-muoh less of the broad masses of the

people, overt government propaganda is hartng and, by the nature of things
can have only a vary limited effect.

At the same tiine, there are grave limitations on what private

commercial news service, can do in thi. eituatlon. They .re necessarily

preoccupied with the "spot new." of the moment. Their revenues are ao
small that they cannot afford to devote muoh effort to collecting press
materiel specially adapted for Middle Fast readers. Thus, the pr.se field
is left to far too great an extent in the Middle Seat to special interest
groups which ere either utterly venal and opportuMatic or are linked

'

more or less directly to foreign governments and local political groups.
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Under the International Information Foundation It is proposed to

establish a small staff In the Middle East and in New York to select, edit,

and process a balanced and objective service of feature and background

information to be distributed through commercial channels to the press of

the Middle Fast. This service would utilise the services of both Americans

and natives of Middle Eastern countries, it would not attempt to serve as

an American propaganda service, but ultimate control would be, at least in
the beginning, in the hands of Americans with a sense of concern and

responsibility for doing an effective information job in the Middle Fast.

Great care would be taken to avoid entanglement in the internal policies

of the area.

Subject matter covered by the eervlc. would Include the following,

1) actions of the United actions end other International bodies which

relate to the Middle East, 2) trade developnents linking the Middle East
with other parte of the free world; 3) the efforts of the Point Four program
end the projects of Western educational and philanthropic organisations to

contribute to the development of the area, h) the experiences and observation
of .Indents and others fro* the Middle Eeet temporarily reaident in America
or other Western countries, 5) honest Interpretation of American and Waatem
policies toward the Kiddle Fast, plus 6, such other topics as might properly
be treated in order to farther an appreciation of the reaources and basic
unity of interest® among the nations of the fra® world.
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